
The first telescopes
a brief history

For an introduction to telescopes see: http://amazing-space.stsci.edu/resources/explorations/groundup/



Galileo Galilei
(Pisa 1564 - Arcetri 1642)



Galileo’s refracting telescope (1609)

Galileo’s best telescope magnified objects about 30 times 
But lens split light into colors, creating a fringe of color around bright objects

And spherical lens brings light rays to many focal points = blurry images



Johannes Kepler 
(Weil der Stadt  1571 – Regensburg, Germany, 1630) 



Kepler’s refracting telescope (1611)

Less curved spherical primary lens with a longer focal length than Galileo’s telescope

Convex lens as eyepiece: light rays converging ⟾ wider field of view
But image is inverted 



Telescope with a 46-meter focal length

To reduce aberration: Johannes Hevelius’s aerial telescope

Objective lens with very high f-ratio has less important aberration
f-ratio = focal-length /aperture



Chromatic Aberration (fringe of color)

Spherical lens

Different
focal points



Chromatic aberration with glass lenses



Solution: achromatic refractor

Refractor telescopes reached 1 meter for lens size
It was impossible to make larger lenses:

1.Too large   ⟾   imperfect
2.Too thick    ⟾   light is absorbed 
3.Too heavy  ⟾   lens deformed and difficult to support

Lens doublet: two lens with different shapes and different kinds of glass 
Light rays to single focal point  ⟾ eliminating spherical and chromatic aberration



Isaac Newton
(Woolsthorpe 1642 - Kensington, England, 1726)

First reflector telescope in 1668

With concave primary mirror & flat diagonal secondary mirror



Refraction by lenses vs. Reflection by mirrors

• Spherical mirror is focusing the light
• Focus length is small 
• Small but powerful telescope 
• It doesn’t suffer from chromatic aberration



Newton’s reflecting telescope (1668)
Added a second mirror to bounce light to eyepiece

Newton’s telescope removed chromatic aberration
But could not remove spherical aberration caused by spherical shape of mirror

For a sharp image, mirror’s shape needs to be a paraboloid 
A sphere is the easiest shape to grind, paraboloid harder to smooth

John Hadley in 1721 built first parabolic mirror for Newtonian telescope



Parabolic reflecting telescope

1721: John Hadley telescope with 15-cm mirror and 1.8 m long is almost equivalent 
to 37.5-meter-long refractor designed by Christopher Huygens



Carolina Herschel
(Hanover, Germany, 1750 - 1848)

William Herschel
(Hanover, Germany, 1738 - Slough, England, 1822)

Herschel's larger and more reflecting telescopes

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Slough


Herschel's largest telescope with 12 meters length

122 cm dimeter mirror
12.2 meters long
(construction years: 1785 - 1789)

With more copper than before, they also 
largely improved reflectivity to 60%



A modern telescope: Cassegrain reflecting telescope

Combination of a primary concave mirror and 
a secondary convex mirror reflecting light to 
a hole in primary ⟾ long focal length, but 
short tube length



Very Large Telescope
Four Cassegrain telescopes 
Diameter of primary mirror: 8.2 meter
Location: Cerro Paranal (Chile) at 2600 meters altitude



European Extremely Large Telescope (E-ELT)
Location: Cerro Armazones (Chile) altitude: 3064 m
Diameter of primary mirror: 39 m
Mosaic of 1000 hexagonal 1.4-m segments (5 cm thick) 
First light: 2025



What makes a good telescope:

• Large collecting area
• Mirror quality
• Instrument performance
• Image resolution
• Spectral resolution
• More efficient detectors
• The location



Detectors



Recording of images from telescopes

 Eyes           Analog recording     Electrons

Drawings

1609

Pictures

1840

Digital imaging (CCD)

           1975



First Photographic plate
(John William Draper, New York, 1840)



Photographic plates

 Photometry started on telescopes in 1877 to get images of the sky and determine brightness of stars



Photographic plates

 Photometry started on telescopes in 1877 to get images of the sky and determine brightness of stars
Advantages: good angular resolution and sensitivity for a large field of view 



Photographic plates

Advantages: 
• First objective, permanent record of astronomical phenomena
• Good angular resolution and large field of view
• Long exposure times possible
• Faint objects can be detected

Disadvantages: 
• Quantum efficiency is low, around 1% (most of the photons are lost!)
• Not responding linearly to the amount of incident light

Solution: Charge-Coupled Device (CCD)
 Available since late 1980s, the detectors that revolutionized astronomy



CCD (Charge-Coupled Device)

CCDs are made of semiconducting silicon and use the photoelectric effect to detect photons



 CCD for Very Large Telescope  
2048×2048 = 4.2 mega pixels

Electrons are converted into digital number 
Conversion factor is Analog Digital Units (ADUs)
Gain: number of electrons converted into digital number (e−/ADU)

CCD (Charge-Coupled Device)



Source centered on vertix of pixels

Point source 
(a star)

Night sky

Source centered on pixel

Image recording

Image recording

CCD (Charge-Coupled Device)



Quantum efficiency (QE): ratio of incident photons to converted electrons

Quantum efficiency of the CCD

UV
Blue

Visual
Red

Near infrared



CCD saturation

Film saturation

Film detection limit

CCD detection limit

Film
CCD

Advantages of CCD vs. film: linearity of signal, accuracy, sensitivity

• Photometric accuracy of CCDs 
better than 0.5%

• Sensitivity increased by 4 to 5 
magnitudes (limiting magnitudes)



Comparison of optical detectors

Detector Quantum
efficiency (QE) Advantages Disadvantages

Human eye 3%−6%
Quick reset between images 

Large dynamic range 
(100,000:1)

Fixed integration time 
Non linearity

Photographic 
plate 4%

Good angular resolution  
& field of view 

No electric noise

Non linearity 
Low QE

CCD > 90% 
in some cases

High QE over wide 
wavelength range 

Linear dynamic range 
Digital output

Slow readout  
Hit by cosmic rays 
Limited field of view 
(solution: mosaic)



Solution to limited field of view: CCD mosaic

CCD mosaic at the Canada-Frence-Hawaii Telescope (CFHT)
2048×4612 pixels each, total: 377 mega pixels

The array is cooled to a temperature of around −120°C to reduce thermal noise



CCD made of pixels

Point source (a star)

Instrument response

Night sky

Image resolution due to instrument properties

Point spread function (PSF)



Image resolution (generally measured in arc‑seconds)

Low resolution                              High resolution

1º = 1 degree 
1′ = 1 arc-minute
1″ = 1 arc-second
1º = 60′ = 3600″



Point spread function (PSF) determined by image system



Bright star

Faint star
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Signal at focal plane of telescope with circular aperture
FWHM: full width at half maximum 
(it measures instrument resolution)

Same FWHM
of 1 arcsec

Diffraction through a circular aperture

Diffraction limit: highest possible resolution of an instrument (without atmospheric distortion)
Diffraction: bending of light around corners of an obstacle or aperture

Angular resolution θ (Rayleigh limit)
θ: smallest apparent size that can be seen

λ: wavelength of light,
D: diameter of mirror’s aperture

(θ in radians)



Diffraction limit: highest possible resolution of an instrument (without atmospheric distortion)
Diffraction: bending of light around corners of an obstacle or aperture

Telescope 
aperture

Angular resolution θ (Rayleigh limit)
θ: smallest apparent size that can be seen

λ: wavelength of light,
D: diameter of mirror’s aperture

(θ in radians)

Hubble Space 
Telescope

Newtonian spikes

Bending around 
support of mirror

Telescope 
aperture



Comparison of diffraction spikes for various arrangements of a reflecting telescope

Secondary mirror

Support

Diffraction limit: highest possible resolution of instrument (without atmospheric distortion)
Diffraction: bending of light around corners of an obstacle or aperture

Angular resolution θ (Rayleigh limit)

Different telescope apertures

Images of a star observed with telescopes with different apertures



Atmospheric effects



Transmission of Earth atmosphere 

Most kinds of electromagnetic signal cannot penetrate Earth's atmosphere

gamma-ray    X-ray     UV optical  infrared                       radio



Parco Astronomico Lilio  (la Sila)

Typical image resolution: FWHM = 3.7 arcseconds



Very Large Telescope
Four Cassegrain telescopes 
Diameter of primary mirror: 8.2 meter
Location: Cerro Paranal (Chile) at 2600 meters altitude

Typical image resolution: FWHM = 0.4 arcseconds



Hubble Space Telescope
Altitude: 547 km
Time to complete one orbit: ~ 95 minutes
Speed: ~ 7.6 km/s
Hubble's Mirrors: 
Primary Mirror Diameter: 2.4 m
Primary Mirror Weight: 828 kg
Secondary Mirror Diameter: 0.3 m
Secondary Mirror Weight:12.3 kg

Power Storage: 
Batteries: 6 nickel-hydrogen (NiH) 
Storage Capacity: Equal to 20 car batteries

Image resolution: FWHM = 0.05 arcseconds (width of a human hair seen at distance of 250 m)



Globular cluster Messier 80
Distance: d = 10 kpc 
Visual apparent magnitude: m = 7.87 
Apparent size: 10 arcmin 
Radius: R = 15 pc 
Mass: M = 5.0×105 M☉ 

Estimated age: 12.5 Gyr

High image quality as seen from space

 Hubble Space Telescope



Ground observations of globular cluster Messier 4                  Hubble Space Telescope image

Ground observations vs. Space observations

White dwarf star



The atmospheric distortion of light 



Image of a star from space (no atmospheric distortion)



The atmospheric distortion: astronomical seeing
Astronomical seeing: blurring of image due to mixing of air with different temperatures (turbulence)

Poor seeingGood seeing

Images of binary stars 

At the telescope

Acquired images

With poor seeing it is 
not possibile to separate 

nearby objects or 
identify the morphology 

of distant galaxies

More about astronomical seeing: http://www.atnf.csiro.au/outreach/education/senior/astrophysics/atmosphere.html

http://www.atnf.csiro.au/outreach/education/senior/astrophysics/atmosphere.html


The atmospheric distortion: astronomical seeing
Astronomical seeing: blurring of image due to mixing of air with different temperatures (turbulence)



Effect of turbulence 

Effect of turbulence 
on image if telescope 
is at site A or site B 

The atmospheric distortion: astronomical seeing



Earth

Atmosphere layer

The atmospheric distortion: astronomical seeing

Historical seeing measurements at Zenith in 2 different sites in Chile

Month (since April 1987)
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Airmass: mass of air in a point relative to the zenith

Solar radiation spectrum

Earth

Atmosphere layer

Minimum airmass = 1

Maximum airmass



Weather conditions for a good astronomical seeing

Layer of low clouds helps the presence of good seeing 



Reduce atmosphere layer: site on top of 
mountains
Reduce turbulence: light wind bringing 
stable air from high clouds above ocean

Adaptive optics: high-frequency 
computer-controlled changes of mirror 
shape to compensate wavefront 
distortion

But:
• It needs a bright point source near science target (guide star)
• Laser beam if bright star not available (laser guide star)

Solutions to improve atmospheric distortion



Adaptive optics (AO)

Laser beam if bright star not available 
(laser guide star)

Laser tuned to 𝛌 = 589.2 nm to excite Na atoms
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without Adaptive Optics

with Adaptive Optics

instrument maximum 
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Hubble Space Telescope 
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The instrument can reach the maximum resolution of 0.2”
With AO, the disturbance of the atmosphere can be removed below the instrument resolution


